
Rangeworthy C of E Primary School 

Coronavirus Catch-up premium plan 

Rationale 

Rangeworthy C of E Primary School are very aware of the impact of the lockdown period had to the 
school community. As part of the schools plan to ensure that the pupils recover successfully from 
this period at home/attending school (but accessing a very different curriculum), the school has put 
together a catch-up premium/national tutoring programme that will be bespoke to the needs of the 
children that attend the school. The details are displayed below: 

Eligibility 

All the children will be benefiting from this intervention and the children will be completing a 
benchmark test in reading, writing and maths at the beginning of the intervention. These tests will 
be discussed with the children’s class teachers. This test will be repeated at the end of the 
intervention to measure the progress made and the narrowing of the gaps identified.  

Funding allocation 

The school will receive roughly an amount of £4880 (61 pupils x £80 per pupil). This will equate to 
140 hours of contact time delivered by two Main Pay Spine 6 teachers and one Upper Pay Scale 3 
teacher. The 140 hours will be divided between reading, writing and maths according to the need. A 
clear rationale for how the funding has been distributed has been included on the planning 
document. This will allow for 17 hours of funded planning and preparation time/ purchasing of 
appropriate resources before the interventions begin (£530). These face–to-face tutoring hours will 
be delivered in 1 to 1 situations or small group sessions as appropriate by either Ms Streatfield, Mrs 
Welsby and Mrs Warnock. 

Use of funds  

To maximise the impact of the catch-up programme, this programme will be delivered by two 
existing members of staff Ms Streatfield (mathematics intervention) and Mrs Welsby (writing and 
reading interventions) for Ash, Cherry and Oak classes. In addition, Mrs Warnock will be delivering 
her own catch-up programme in Rowan Class. The catch-up programme will run from termlet 2 
through to termlet 5. 

The following process will be put into place: 

1. Ms Streatfield,Mrs Welsby and Mrs Warnock to construct bespoke maths, reading and 
writing benchmark tests using existing interventions for support.. The same tests will be 
completed at the end of the catch-up programme to assess progress made by individuals. 

2. Ms Streatfield, Mrs Welsby and Mrs Warnock will be analysing the benchmark tests to 
identify gaps within the children’s learning. This may be from an individual basis or in small 
groups. 

3. Ms Streatfield and Mrs Welsby will talk with Mrs Tarplee/Mrs Musty to discuss the 
benchmark gaps before planning a bespoke intervention programme. 

4. Ms Streatfield will be delivering her maths intervention hours on a Wednesday morning in 
Ash, Cherry and Oak classes (there will be a class at a time)Ms Streatfield will be releasing 
Mrs Warnock to deliver her maths intervention on a Friday afternoon. 



5. Mrs Welsby will be delivering her English intervention hours on a Tuesday in all classes. Mrs 
Welsby will be releasing Mrs Warnock to deliver her maths intervention on a Tuesday 
afternoon. 

6. Ongoing assessment and tracking will be taking place and an allocation of the time used will 
be kept by each member of staff. 

Accountability and monitoring 

• Ms Streatfield, Mrs Welsby and Mrs Warnock will be accountable for the progress 
that the children they intervene with make. 

• This will be judged by comparing the benchmark test result with the result of the 
exit test. 

• As part of the schools Pupil Progress Meetings (after a data entry) the catch-up 
progress of the identified children will be analysed and necessary steps taken. 

• JP will carry out an observation of the catch-up programme in place  for reading, 
writing and maths. 

• The progress of the catch-up programme will be reported once to the ‘Curriculum 
and Standards Committee.’ 

National Tutoring Programme 

The school has made the decision that the most effective way to use the National Tutoring 
Programme money is to continue with the way that it is structuring the use of the Catch-up premium 
plan. This is because using existing staff will be have the biggest impact in reducing the gaps. 

 
 


